Third Step: Literature Review

Here is the grading rubric for the literature review, which is due on February 26. It will be graded on a 10 point scale, distributed as below.

- **Use of Previous Work**  \((3 \text{ points})\)
  - Work is cited properly — formatting, proper attribution of knowledge, etc.  \((1 \text{ point})\)
    * 1 point: mostly or all correct citation
    * 0 points: little or no correct citation
  - Work is critically analyzed and shown to be relevant — its contribution to the field and to the problem at hand is mentioned and qualified  \((2 \text{ points})\)
    * 2 points: most or all of the work is given adequate treatment
    * 1 point: some of the work is given adequate treatment, most or all of the work is partially addressed
    * 0 points: work is mentioned, little or no critical thought or framing is attached to the mentions

- **Evidence of an argument built in the review**  \((7 \text{ points})\)
  - Argument is well-structured — similar points grouped, logical progression, showcases relevant sides of the issue; the dimensions mentioned in the problem statement should be tackled here, and vice versa  \((2 \text{ points})\)
    * 2 points: the argument mostly flows logically and transitions between points are handled
    * 1 point: the argument is there but there is little flow or transitioning
    * 0 points: no evidence of organization of the argument
  - Work referenced supports the argument — each work cited makes a clear point about the state of knowledge in this area, the established procedure for investigating it, and so forth, and the utility of each work in characterization of the problem or solution is apparent.  \((3 \text{ points})\)
    * 3 points: the point is clear for all or almost all works
    * 2 points: the point is clear for most works, or a little more effort is needed on the clarity or justification
    * 1 point: some works, or quite a bit of effort is needed on clarity or justification
    * 0 points: most works are not given any reason to be mentioned
  - Argument supports the proposed work — each step in the proposed work is supported by precedence in literature or a demonstrated and noted lack of precedence in literature.  \((2 \text{ points})\)
    * 2 points: evidence is clear and clearly stated for most or all steps
    * 1 point: statement or justification is not clear, and/or some steps are not justified
    * 0 points: literature review seems to have little to do with justification for proposed work